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Quarterback: The leader of the offense 
 who passes, hands off, or runs with the ball.   
Fun fact—Mr. Krabs has never given a quarter back.

running back: A player whose job is   
to run the ball up the field. Running backs are  
 faster than Optimus Prime on the highway!

Wide Receiver:  A player on the   
receiving end of passes from the quarterback.   
These players catch footballs like SpongeBob   
and Patrick catch jellyfish—no net  required!

halftime: A 29-minute break  
between the two halves of a football game. 

yard: Markings used to measure   
distance on the football field. Remember—  
you have two feet. Squidward has four feet.   
A yard has three feet.

huddle: This is when players gather   
closely together to discuss their strategy.   
That way, they can keep their game plan as   
secret as the Krabby Patty formula.

field goal: A play where the kicker   
tries to score 3 points by kicking the ball through   
the goal post—the metal doohickey in the back of   
the end zone that’s painted the same color  
 as SpongeBob!
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1. How many points  is a touchdown 
 worth (before any extra points)?

a. 4 B. 5  C. 6 D. 7

3. How many points are 
field goals worth?

a. 3 B.4.  C.6 D.7

4. How many total players  
(including both offense and defense) 
 are allowed on the field at any time??

a. 11 B.22.  C.33 D.44

5. Which of the following is 
NOT a position in football?
a. Running back B. cornerback

C. Wide receiver D. corner receiver

2. The two areas on either end of  a 
football field are known as what?

a. End zones B. Goals C. Finish lines D.  Point fields 

Answer Key : 1.C 2.A 3.A 4.B 5.D

Key: FOOTBALL QUARTERBACK FIELD GOAL
 SCORE COACH FUMBLE 
 TOUCHDOWN FLAG
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